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Good for You, Your Business
and the Country

IT’S INFLATION PROOF: Because the Liberty
Dollar is 100% backed and 100% redeemable in
gold & silver, not by debt, it protects you from infla-
tion. Unlike Federal Reserve Notes, using the Liberty
Dollar does not add to our national debt.

IT'S PROFITABLE: The Liberty Dollar puts people
first so you get money at a discount and profit (like
the banks do) when you put it into circulation.
Anyone can become a Liberty Associate and get the
Liberty Dollar at a discount and use it at a profit.

IT'S VOLUNTARY: Use of the Liberty Dollar is a
positive, proactive and a peaceful solution to infla-
tion. It is legal and completely voluntary. That
means your bank is free not to accept it, but many
other businesses will.  

IT'S FAIR: For both businesses and consumers.  An
explicit contract is printed on every certificate that
tells you exactly what you're getting when you hold
Liberty Dollars. That's what we should expect from
Federal Reserve Notes, but we’re not getting it.

IT’S VALUABLE: Gold and silver have been used as
money worldwide since the beginning of time. There's a
reason: gold and silver have intrinsic value, it can never
be totally worthless, and it represents fair value for the
customer, merchant, and country.

IT'S GOOD FOR LOCAL COMMUNITIES:
Liberty Dollars spent in a community stay in that
community, for the advantage of the community.
That protects the local economy from monetary
problems and helps it thrive.  Everyone benefits. 

WHAT THEY’RE SAYING
The press says: 
"Could give U.S. greenbacks a run for their
money"
- Huntington Beach Independent

"A concept almost anyone can get behind"
- The Utne Reader

"As good as silver"
- The Austin American-Statesman

Users say:
"This is a blast - the word's getting out"
- B. Ibarra, Buda TX

"Given time, it'll be as common as credit cards"
- T. Cutris, Calabassas CA

"I simply hand them the currency as payment. 
95% of the businesses accept it"
- C. Athanas, Austin TX

"It's fun, and very simple"
- L. Farrenkopf, Victor MT

"I now pay for my lunch in real money"
- V. Callaway, Tahoma WA

"The evils of this deluge of paper money are not 
to be removed until our citizens are generally 
and radically instructed in their cause and 
consequences, and silence by their authority the
interested clamors and sophistry of speculating,
shaving, and banking institutions.  Till then ... [it
will] deliver up our citizens, their property and
their labor, passive victims to the swindling tricks
of bankers."
- Thomas Jefferson to John Adams, 
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Legal 
Since 1998

Announcing: The Liberty Dollar 
has Moved Up to $20 Silver Base.



DEBT AND INFLATION

Since 1913, when the Federal Reserve was created by
Congress, the US dollar has lost 96% of its purchasing
power because it has become a totally undisciplined,
debt backed currency.  Do you want to continue using
a dollar that has depreciated 96% over its 93-year
history or the new Liberty Dollar?  The new Liberty
Dollar is 100% backed by gold & silver and will
appreciate as the price of precious metal raises.    

MONEY STORY IN PICTURES

The Federal Reserve creates inflation when 
it issues money backed by government debt.
This monetary system is known as a “debt-
backed” or “fiat” currency, which indebts the 
people to limitless government spending 
and mounting inflation!

THE LIBERTY DOLLAR®:
- 100% moral, legal, and constitutional
- 100% value backed with gold & silver
- 100% negotiable on a voluntary basis
- 100% redeemable by bearer on demand
- Federal Reserve reaction: "So be it."
- U.S. Treasury legal staff says: "Legitimate."
- Secret Service declares it’s: “Not counterfeit.”
- Warehouse receipt is your title of ownership
- Four silver denominations: $1, $5, $10, $20
- One Troy ounce gold denomination: $1000
- Gold & silver is stored in an insured, audited vault
- Exchanges one-to-one for Federal Reserve Notes
- Circulates one-to-one with Federal Reserve Notes
- Harder to counterfeit than Federal Reserve Notes
- User-friendly with phone number & URL for info
- Petitions US government to reform 
our monetary system

The Liberty Dollar provides a safe, proven, simple
solution that protects your savings, reduces the
national debt, and returns America to value.  

Convert some of your US dollars to Liberty Dollars before it is too
late. Visit www.LibertyDollar.org to find a local Liberty
Associate or become an Associate and get your Liberty Dollars at
a discount.  Call 1.800.NEW.DOLLAR or the National Office at
1.888.421.6181 for info or to order today.

US DOLLAR NOW PRESENTS A
CLEAR AND PRESENT DANGER. 
Now you have a clear choice.  
Will it be the old paper currency that
has a history of losing purchasing
power at your expense, or the new
gold and silver currency that will
maintain its value?

LIBERTY DOLLAR® BENEFITS YOU
The Liberty Dollar is real gold and silver money that
you can use just like cash where it is accepted volun-
tarily for everyday purchases at your grocery store,
dentist, or gas station. Join the fun and simply offer it
for all your goods and services.  

Just as FedEx brought competition to the Post Office and the postal
service improved noticeably, the Liberty Dollar brings competition
to our country’s money and protection to your purchasing power. 

The Liberty Dollar provides you with an inflation proof currency
that will protect your money from inflation. In fact, as the price of
silver has risen, the Liberty Dollar has already moved up from the
$10 Silver Base to the $20 Silver Base and all existing Liberty
Dollars actually DOUBLED in value.

Doesn’t it just make sense that when the commodity that backs up
the currency increases in value, shouldn’t the purchasing power
of that currency increase in value? Absolutely. And isn’t that the
essence of an inflation proof currency? Of course it is. In fact, that
is the only way that higher commodity prices can be 
accommodated by a free market currency.

Now that the Liberty Dollar has Moved Up to the $20 Silver Base,
now is the time to convert your money into value, protect it from
inflation, and get ready before the Liberty Dollar moves up to the
$50 Silver Base. Now is the time to take action before you lose
more of your purchasing power.

Join the 100,000 concerned Americans, just like 
yourself, who are preserving their purchasing 
power by using $20,000,000 Liberty Dollars 
through the national Liberty Economy. Discover the
Liberty Dollar - it’s fun, easy and profitable!

In just seven years, it has become America’s second-most popular
currency that you can now get at a discount and use at a profit
by becoming a Liberty Associate. Just like AAA or AARP, there are
advantages of joining the Liberty Economy.

Just call 800.NEW.DOLLAR for a Regional Currency Office
near you or the National Fulfillment Office at 888.421.6181
for Liberty Dollars. Go online at www.LibertyDollar.org and
sign up to be an Associate and get your currency at a discount
and profit. Start protecting your money, family, and country from
the next monetary crisis. Act today to be protected tomorrow.

The national debt has climbed to
alarming levels and lost value
since the Federal Reserve was
created in 1913.  

Source:  U.S. Treasury, Bureau of the 
Public Debt

As a result, the Federal Reserve 
Note (the “dollar”) depreciated
96% of its purchasing power
since 1913. 

Source: U.S. Dept. of 
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, CPI

National Debt Purchasing Power

U.S. national debt is now over $8 trillion!  From 1913
to 2001 the national debt had grown to $6 trillion.
Then in only three years it climbed sharply with 
another trillion dollars by 2004.  Now it has climbed
another trillion to $8 trillion – in ABOUT A YEAR!  If
the debt and its effect on the economy is not bad
enough, its alarming acceleration should be your call
to action.  You must protect yourself from the mounting
risk of a runaway dollar as it depreciates to worthless-
ness and robs you, your family and business of every-
thing that you have worked for.  Get back to value.
Get some Liberty Dollars today.  Either change your
money or lose it.  Now you have a clear choice.  
Please act now.


